
 

Aircraft Representation 

 

We’re very active on both the Buyer and Seller side of aircraft 

transactions, and charge flat fees for all representations 

regardless of transaction value (see attached client testimonials).   

 

Additionally, we have partnered with an experienced aviation 

investor who specializes in aircraft and ground service equipment 

leaseback programs at very competitive rates and terms to 

facilitate buyer and operator (flight school, flying club, FBO, 

charter) ownership options.   

 

On the Seller side, we have a very quick and efficient process of 

packaging up the owner’s aircraft with digitized PDF logbooks 

(working with a paralegal very experienced in sensitive document 

reproduction), presentation photos, and aircraft specs. 

 

We organize the aircraft presentation in a Dropbox folder for 

quick link-sends to prospective buyers, and have developed our 

own library of aircraft transaction forms for use in our online 



 

Closing process with our preferred escrow agent Aero-Space 

Reports. 

 

On the Buyer side, we have developed a very effective system of 

identifying off-market aircraft potentially available for sale 

through cross-platform digital research.   We typically find off-

market aircraft purchase options for our clients within 1-2 days of 

the acquisition assignment. 

 

If our Buyers want to quickly canvass all off-market 

owners/aircraft, we have a program called “Owner Reach” where 

we compile an owner list of all registered aircraft in the buyer’s 

preferred make/model category and send a large, professionally-

designed direct mailer to every owner through a commercial 

printing/fulfillment service.   

 

The cost of the mailer campaign is around $1.00 per owner, 

including data, design, printing and postage, and we typically get 

1-2% owner returns towards aircraft purchase discussions.  

 



 

Finally, we have developed a specialty niche of “rehoming” 

challenged aircraft that have maintenance, cosmetics and/or 

airworthiness issues, and have successfully transitioned a 

portfolio of idle and neglected aircraft towards a second chance at 

flight.  We welcome the opportunity to help rehome any 

challenged aircraft that comes our way. 

 

 

--- 

Gracen Jules is a venture firm focused on aviation startups and 

aircraft transactions (gracenjules.com). 



 
 

 

Testimonials 

 

Piper Cherokee Six | Seller Representation 
 

Seller  

It is my sincere pleasure to offer my highest recommendation to 

Jay Taffet of Gracen Jules.  Jay is very pleasant, extremely 

professional, very attentive, and exceeded my expectations in 

every aspect of the transaction.  Not only did Jay bring two full-

price offers, he did so within a week! 

 

Todd B., South Carolina 

 

Buyer   

My partner and I recently closed on the purchase of our first 

aircraft.  Being first-timers, the process was daunting, but we 

were pleasantly surprised as to how smoothly the process went.  

For this, I would like to compliment Jay Taffet/Gracen Jules.  Jay’s 

communication and guidance made the process seamless! 

 

Rob P., Louisiana 
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Cessna 414A | Seller Representation 
 

Seller  

Jay did an outstanding job of writing the Purchase Agreement and 

a complicated relocation and ferry agreement.  The transaction 

was complicated by Covid issues and a winter freeze that shut 

down the FAA for a week.  All was settled, and I would not 

hesitate to utilize Jay’s services in the future or to recommend 

him to others. 
 

Fred L., California 

 

Buyer   

Although I know that you essentially represented the seller, I 

found you to be fair, candid and very helpful to me, as this was 

basically my first time buying an aircraft, and this one was quite 

complex.  I appreciate it that you took the time to give me advice, 

which I felt was very sound.  Many thanks! 
 

Stanton L., Connecticut 
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Piper Turbo Saratoga | Buyer Representation 
 

Buyer 

Jay walked me through the process and then the transaction, 

taking stress out all along the way.  I had answers and the 

required paperwork before I needed them.  I feel like I had the 

best team to help me find and buy the best airplane! 
 

Hank J., Mississippi 

 

Seller  

I couldn't be happier with the sale of my Saratoga.  Jay made the 

transition smooth and painless.  His consistent communication 

and electronic document signing and coordination with the buyer 

enabled me to participate in the transaction process without any 

disruption to my schedule.  Most importantly my aircraft found a 

nice family for new adventures together. 
 

Jimmy L., Louisiana 
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Beech Bonanza | Seller Representation 
 

Maintenance Shop 

We reached out to Jay to help an S35 Bonanza owner sell his 

aircraft.  The owner is elderly and needed special support through 

the process, and Jay was very tenacious, professional, and quick in 

finding a buyer and closing the transaction, including sending a 

local pilot to the owner’s house to help him with the Escrow 

digital document exchanges.   We’d certainly use Jay again.  
 

Eric Rice, GM 

Plane Care, Maryland 

 

Buyer 

Jay was a real pleasure to work with in buying my Bonanza.  He 

worked very quickly, providing me with all kinds of information, 

contacts, records, and detailed maintenance reports which helped 

me feel comfortable purchasing the plane unseen and 2,000 miles 

from the airplane’s location!  Thanks to his knowledge, expertise 

and efforts, I was able to purchase the aircraft in just one week! 
 

Ernst K., Colorado 
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Mooney | Seller Representation 
 

Seller 

I was genuinely impressed with Jay’s ability to quickly gather all 

related materials from the original owner, prepare the necessary 

documents to list the aircraft, and especially his ability to find a 

buyer in a timely manner.  I appreciate Jay’s efficiency, 

professionalism, and perseverance.  We would certainly work with 

Jay on any aircraft transaction we might be involved with in the 

future.   
 

Charlie Hudgens, VP 

Montgomery Aviation, Alabama 

  

Buyer 

In all the years I have been doing this, the process of purchasing 

this Mooney was hands down the easiest and most stress-free 

aircraft purchase experience I ever had.  Jay went above and 

beyond by ensuring the "after sale" arrangements for facilities, 

equipment and logistics were arranged with the local FBO.   
 

Don D., Georgia 
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